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Abstract
Aims: G protein-activated inwardly rectifying potassium (GIRK) channels are related
to rewarding effects of addictive drugs. The GIRK2 subunit is thought to play key
roles in the reward system. Weaver mutant mice exhibit abnormal GIRK2 function
and different behaviors that are caused by several addictive substances compared
with wild-type mice. However, mechanisms of reward-related alterations in weaver
mutant mice remain unclear. The present study investigated changes in the rewarding effects of methamphetamine (METH) in weaver mutant mice.
Methods: The rewarding effects of METH (4.0 mg/kg) were investigated using the
conditioned place preference (CPP) paradigm. Extracellular dopamine level in the nucleus accumbens (NAc) was measured by in vivo microdialysis. To identify brain regions that were associated with these changes in rewarding effects, METH-induced
alterations of Fos expression were investigated by immunohistochemical analysis.
Results: Weaver mutant mice exhibited a significant decrease in METH-induced CPP
and dopamine release in the NAc. Methamphetamine significantly increased Fos expression in the posterior NAc (pNAc) shell in wild-type but not in weaver mutant mice.
Conclusions: Methamphetamine did not induce rewarding effects in weaver mutant
mice. The pNAc shell exhibited a significant difference in neuronal activity between
wild-type and weaver mutant mice. The present results suggest that the absence of
METH-induced CPP in weaver mutant mice is probably related to an innate reduction
of dopamine and decreased neural activity in the pNAc shell that is partially attributable to the change of GIRK channel function. GIRK channels, especially those containing the GIRK2 subunit, appear to be involved in METH dependence.
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1 | I NTRO D U C TI O N

neurochemical changes within the brain.1,2 Although various brain
regions and biomolecules have been reported to relate to the patho-

The substance addiction such as drug, alcohol, and nicotine, and the

genesis of addiction, it has not led to the development of effec-

behavioral addiction such as gambling and Internet are caused by

tive addiction treatments. G protein-activated inwardly rectifying
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potassium (GIRK) channels are reportedly related to acute rewarding

in a volume of 10 mL/kg body weight. All experiments were con-

effects or adaptations that occur with chronic exposure to various

ducted with the METH dose at 4 mg/kg that reportedly induces

addictive drugs, such as opioids, γ-hydroxybutyrate (a designer club

not abnormal behaviors,14 but place preference in wild-type mice.

drug), cannabinoids, and alcohol. They are activated by ligand-stim-

Methamphetamine was freshly prepared for all of the experiments.

3

ulated Gi/o-linked G protein-coupled receptors, which include
opioid receptors, cannabinoid CB1 receptors, serotonin 5-hydroxytryptamine-1A (5HT1A) receptors, M2 muscarinic receptors, γ-am-

2.3 | Conditioned place preference test

inobutyric acid-B (GABAB) receptors, dopamine D2 receptors, and
adenosine A1 receptors. In mammals, GIRK channels are expressed

The conditioned place preference (CPP) test was performed using

as four subunits (GIRK1-GIRK4). GIRK1, GIRK2, and GIRK3 subunits

a two-compartment Plexiglas chamber. One compartment (175 mm

are distributed throughout the central nervous system, including in

width × 150 mm length × 175 mm height) was black with a smooth

key regions that are involved in cognition, learning, memory, emo-

floor. The other compartment had the same dimensions but was

tion, and motor function.4–7 The GIRK2 subunit plays a role in regu-

white with a textured floor. For the preconditioning, postcondition-

lating addictive substance-induced behaviors. GIRK2 knockout mice

ing, extinction, and priming phases, a T-style division with double

exhibit alterations of behavioral effects of alcohol, including an in-

60 mm × 60 mm openings allowed the mice to access both com-

crease in alcohol consumption, a decrease in alcohol dependence,

partments. During the conditioning phases, the openings were elimi-

the stimulation of motor activity, and a decrease in the anxiolytic

nated to restrict the mice to one of the compartments. Locomotion

8

action of alcohol. Moreover, cocaine-induced locomotor sensitiza-

and the time spent in each compartment were recorded using an

tion is enhanced in GIRK2 knockout mice, and intravenous cocaine

animal activity monitoring apparatus that was equipped with an in-

self-administration is dramatically reduced.9

frared detector (Neuroscience). The CPP apparatus was placed in

Weaver mutant mice have a spontaneously occurring autosomal

a sound-attenuated, light-controlled box (~3100 lux). Conditioned

recessive mutation of the Girk2 gene that is mapped to chromosome

place preference was assessed in five phases (preconditioning, condi-

16. The single G-to-A transition in the Girk2 gene replaces glycine

tioning, postconditioning, extinction, and priming). On days 1 and 2,

with serine in the pore-forming region of the GIRK2 subunit.10

the mice were allowed to freely explore both compartments through

This weaver mutation leads to a reduction of GIRK2 function and

the openings for 900 seconds and acclimate to the apparatus. On

causes abnormalities of dopamine signaling. Alcohol- and opioid-in-

day 3 (preconditioning phase), the same trial was performed, and the

duced analgesia are reportedly reduced in weaver mutant mice.11,12

time spent in each compartment was measured for 900 seconds. We

Furthermore, amphetamine caused less hyperlocomotion in weaver

selected a counterbalanced protocol to nullify each mouse's initial

mutant mice, although direct dopamine receptor agonism, such as

preference as discussed previously.15 Biased mice that spent more

13

with apomorphine, increases motor activity.

However, only few

than 80% of the time (ie, 720 seconds) on one side on day 3 or more

studies have investigated the rewarding effects of addictive sub-

than 600 seconds on one side on day 2 and more than 600 seconds

stances in weaver mutant mice or the association between GIRK2

on the other side on day 3 were excluded from further experiments.

subunit functions and methamphetamine (METH) dependence.

Conditioning was conducted once daily for 4 consecutive days (days

Therefore, the present study investigated changes in the rewarding

4-7). The mice were injected with either METH (4.0 mg/kg, i.p.) or

effects of METH using weaver mutant mice.

saline and immediately confined to the black or white compartment
for 50 minutes on day 4. On day 5, the mice were injected with al-

2 | M E TH O DS
2.1 | Animals

ternate saline or METH injections and immediately confined to the
opposite compartment for 50 minutes. On days 6 and 7, the same
conditioning as on days 4 and 5 was repeated. The assignment of the
mice to the conditioned compartment was performed randomly and
counterbalanced across subjects. During the postconditioning phase

Heterozygous/heterozygous matings of weaver mutant mice on a C3H/

on day 8, the time spent in each compartment was measured for

HeJ Jcl background were used to produce wild-type, heterozygous,

900 seconds without drug injection. After 28 days of the postcondi-

and homozygous weaver mutant mice. The mice were 16-20 weeks of

tioning phase (day 36), to confirm the extinction of CPP, the part of

age at the time of the experiments. The mice were housed 4-6 per

experimented mice was allowed to freely explore the two compart-

cage in an environment at 23 ± 1°C and 50 ± 5% humidity with free

ments through the openings for 900 seconds (extinction phase). The

access to food and water under a 12-h/12-h light/dark cycle.

next day (day 37), 5 minutes after a low-dose METH priming injection (0.5 mg/kg, i.p.), the mice were free to explore the compart-

2.2 | Drugs

ments for 900 seconds, and the time spent in each compartment was
measured (priming phase). The CPP score and priming score were
designated as the time spent in the drug-paired compartment on day

Methamphetamine hydrochloride (Dainippon Sumitomo Pharma)

8 or day 37 minus the time spent in the same compartment in the

was dissolved in saline and administered intraperitoneally (i.p.)

preconditioning phase on day 3.
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2.4 | Surgical implantation of microdialysis probes

with 5% BSA for 1 hour at room temperature and then washed with
PBST three times. The sections were then incubated with Hoechst

The mice were stereotaxically implanted with microdialysis probes

33342 (1:10 000; Thermo Fisher Scientific) in PBS for 5 minutes at

under sodium pentobarbital anesthesia (50 mg/kg, i.p.) in the nu-

room temperature for nuclear staining. Control and experimental

cleus accumbens (NAc; anterior, +0.8 to 1.54 mm; lateral, +1.0 mm;

tissues from each group were processed in parallel. No staining was

ventral, −5.0 mm from bregma) according to a mouse brain atlas.

observed in brain sections with omission of either the primary or

The probe tips were constructed with regenerated cellulose mem-

secondary antibody.

16

branes that provided a 50 kDa molecular weight cutoff, 0.22 mm
outer diameter, and 2 mm membrane length (Eicom). The dialysis
probe placements were verified histologically at the end of the ex-

2.7 | Cell counting

periment. Data were excluded if the membrane portions of the dialysis probes were outside the NAc region.

The number of Fos-positive nuclei was evaluated using fluorescence
microscopy (BZ-X800; Keyence) at 20× magnification. Based on
Fos expression and its relevance to drug dependence, the following

2.5 | Microdialysis and analytical procedure

brain regions were selected for counting Fos-immunoreactive cells:
anterior NAc (aNAc) core, aNAc shell (1.34 mm from bregma), poste-

Twenty-four hours after implantation, the dialysis experiments were
+

rior NAc (pNAc) core, pNAc shell (0.98 mm from bregma), and ventral

performed in freely moving mice. Ringer's solution (145 mmol/L Na ,

tegmental area (VTA; −3.16 mm from bregma) according to a mouse

3 mmol/L K+, 1.26 mmol/L Ca2+, 1 mmol/L Mg2+, and 152.5 mmol/L

brain atlas.16 The analyses of the number of Fos-positive nuclei were

−

Cl , pH 6.5) was perfused at 1 μL/min for 180 minutes. Baselines of

performed using hybrid cell counts (BZ-X800 Analyzer; Keyence) to

extracellular dopamine concentrations were obtained from average

automatically count Fos-labeled cells in the region of interest. The

concentrations of three consecutive samples when they were stable.

measurement condition of the cell counter was set equally, and the

Perfusates were directly injected into the high-performance liquid

number of Fos-positive nuclei was normalized to the area (mm2).

chromatography system every 10 minutes using an autoinjector
(EAS-20; Eicom). Dialysate dopamine was separated using a PP-ODS
reverse-phase column (Eicom) and ECD-100 graphite electrode de-

2.8 | Statistical analysis

tector (HTEC-500; Eicom). The mobile phase consisted of 0.1 mol/L
phosphate buffer (pH 5.5) that contained sodium decanesulfonate

All of the data were normally distributed and are expressed as

(500 mg/L), ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (50 mg/L), and 1%

the mean ± the standard error of the mean (SEM). The data were

methanol. The dopamine detection limit was 0.3 fmol/sample, with a

analyzed using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by

signal-to-noise ratio of at least 2.

Sidak's multiple-comparison post hoc test, Student's t test, or paired
t test using Prism 7 software (GraphPad). Values of P < .05 were

2.6 | Fos immunohistochemistry
The mice were injected with either METH (4.0 mg/kg, i.p.) or saline
and immediately confined to the black or white compartment of the
CPP apparatus for 50 minutes. Two hours after the drug injection
(reached peak Fos protein expression), the mice were deeply anes-

considered statistically significant.

3 | R E S U LT S
3.1 | Loss of rewarding effects of METH in weaver
mutant mice

thetized with an overdose of sodium pentobarbital and transcardially perfused with 50 mL phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), followed

To assess the relationship between functional changes in GIRK2 and

by ice-cold 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 mol/L phosphate buffer (PB;

the rewarding effects of METH, we conducted the METH-induced

pH 7.4). The brains were quickly removed from the skull and post-

CPP test in wild-type mice, heterozygous weaver mutant mice, and

fixed overnight in the same fixative solution. After fixation, the brains

homozygous weaver mutant mice. Methamphetamine significantly

were cryoprotected in 20% sucrose in 0.1 mol/L PB for 2 days at 4°C

increased the time spent in the previously drug-paired compartment

and serially sectioned (16 μm thickness) using an HM550 cryostat

in wild-type mice (preconditioning: 442.6 ± 35.2 seconds; postcon-

(Thermo Fisher Scientific). The sections were blocked for 1 hour at

ditioning: 562.2 ± 27.8 seconds; P = .004, paired t test; Figure 1A).

room temperature in PBS that contained 0.3% Triton (PBST) with 5%

No significant difference was found between the precondition-

bovine serum albumin (BSA), followed by incubation for 5 days at

ing phase and extinction phase after 28 days of the postcondi-

4°C in c-Fos primary antibody (1:5000; catalog no. 226003, Synaptic

tioning phase (preconditioning: 442.6 ± 35.2 seconds; extinction:

Systems) in PBST with 5% BSA. After being washed with PBST three

504.2 ± 31.4 seconds; P = .21, paired t test; Figure 1A). On the fol-

times, the sections were incubated with Alexa 647-conjugated don-

lowing day, a significant increase in the time spent in the previously

key anti-rabbit IgG (1:1000; catalog no. ab150075, Abcam) in PBST

drug-paired compartment was found in wild-type mice between

|
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the priming phase and preconditioning phase (preconditioning:

priming: 484.5 ± 59.0 seconds; Figure 1A). The one-way ANOVA

442.6 ± 35.2 seconds; priming: 638.9 ± 35.4 seconds; P < .001,

of CPP scores showed significant differences between homozygous

paired t test; Figure 1A). Heterozygous weaver mutant mice exhib-

weaver mutant mice and wild-type mice (F2,30 = 3.81, P = .034). Post

ited a trend toward an increase in the time spent in the drug-paired

hoc comparisons indicated that METH-induced CPP scores were

compartment in the postconditioning phase compared with the pre-

significantly higher in wild-type mice than in homozygous weaver

conditioning phase (preconditioning: 454.3 ± 36.4 seconds; post-

mutant mice (P = .040, Sidak's multiple-comparison post hoc test;

conditioning: 539.7 ± 48.9 seconds; P = .15, paired t test; Figure 1A)

Figure 1B). Similarly, the one-way ANOVA of priming scores indi-

and a significant increase in the priming phase compared with the

cated significant differences between homozygous weaver mutant

preconditioning phase (preconditioning: 454.3 ± 36.4 seconds;

mice and wild-type mice (F2,26 = 3.58, P = .042). The post hoc com-

priming: 560.5 ± 62.4 seconds; P = .034, paired t test; Figure 1A).

parisons indicated a significant difference between homozygous

No significant difference in METH-induced CPP was observed in

weaver mutant mice and wild-type mice (P = .041, Sidak's multiple-

any of the tests in homozygous weaver mutant mice (precondition-

comparison post hoc test; Figure 1C).

ing: 455.7 ± 26.0 seconds; postconditioning: 416.6 ± 49.8 seconds;

3.2 | Methamphetamine-induced increase in
dopamine release in the NAc in weaver mutant mice
decreased compared with wild-type mice
We next examined the effects of METH on dopamine release in the
NAc in wild-type mice and homozygous weaver mutant mice using in
vivo microdialysis. Baseline extracellular dopamine levels in the NAc
were significantly different between wild-type and weaver mutant
mice (P = .018, Student's t test). Mean baseline dopamine levels in
the NAc were 0.187 ± 0.030 ng/10 μL in wild-type mice (n = 19) and
0.091 ± 0.017 ng/10 μL in homozygous weaver mutant mice (n = 14).
Methamphetamine significantly increased dopamine release in the
NAc in wild-type mice (one-way ANOVA: F1.99,15.92 = 23.25, P < .001;
Figure 2A). Although weaver mutant mice exhibited a METH-induced
increase in dopamine release, the extent of the increase was milder
than in wild-type mice (one-way ANOVA, F2.05,16.36 = 15.62, P < .001;
Figure 2A). The one-way ANOVA of the temporal course of the effects of METH on changes in dopamine release during a 180-minute
interval after the injection, reflected by a cumulative response (ie,
area under the curve [AUC]), showed significant differences in dopamine release in the NAc between groups (F3,29 = 24.94, P < .001).
The post hoc comparisons indicated that METH significantly increased dopamine release in both homozygous weaver mutant mice
and wild-type mice compared with saline treatment (wild-type mice,
P < .001; homozygous weaver mutant mice, P = .002, Sidak's multiplecomparison post hoc test). The extent of the increase in dopamine
F I G U R E 1 Rewarding and priming effects of METH in wild-type
mice, heterozygous weaver mutant mice, and homozygous weaver
mutant mice. A, Time spent in the METH-paired compartment
in wild-type mice (+/+, white columns), heterozygous weaver
mutant mice (+/wv, gray columns), and homozygous weaver
mutant mice (wv/wv, black columns) in the preconditioning (pre),
postconditioning (post), extinction (extinction), and priming
(priming) phases. The columns and vertical lines represent the
mean ± SEM. *P < .05, **P < .01, ***P < .001, compared with
preconditioning phase in each genotype of mice. B, Conditioned
place preference scores in each genotype of mice (+/+, n = 11;
+/wv, n = 11; wv/wv, n = 11). C, Priming scores in each genotype
of mice (+/+, n = 11; +/wv, n = 11; wv/wv, n = 7). The columns and
vertical lines represent the mean ± SEM. *P < .05, compared with
wild-type mice

levels in METH-treated homozygous weaver mutant mice was significantly lower than in METH-treated wild-type mice (P = .047, Sidak's
multiple-comparison post hoc test; Figure 2B).

3.3 | Methamphetamine-induced Fos expression
in the pNAc shell was suppressed in weaver
mutant mice
To evaluate the possible relationship between neuronal activation
and our in vivo results, we analyzed Fos expression in the aNAc core,
aNAc shell, pNAc core, pNAc shell, and VTA using immunohistochemistry. Representative photomicrographs of Fos-positive nuclei
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F I G U R E 2 Changes in extracellular dopamine (DA) levels in the NAc in wild-type and weaver mutant mice that received saline (SAL) or
METH. A, Temporal pattern of extracellular DA levels (+/+—SAL, n = 10; +/+—METH, n = 9; wv/wv—SAL, n = 5; wv/wv—METH, n = 9). The
arrow indicates the time point of injection. The marks and vertical lines represent the mean ± SEM of the percentage of control baselines.
B, The mean AUC of extracellular DA levels in NAc during the 180-min interval after the injection (+/+—SAL, n = 10; +/+—METH, n = 9;
wv/wv—SAL, n = 5; wv/wv—METH, n = 9). The columns and vertical lines represent the mean ± SEM. **P < .01, ***P < .001, compared with
saline treatment for the same genotype; #P < .05, compared with wild-type mice

in the pNAc shell in wild-type and homozygous weaver mutant mice

Based on these results, we measured changes in dopamine re-

after saline or METH (4.0 mg/kg, i.p.) administration are shown in

lease in the NAc after METH administration in wild-type and ho-

Figure 3A. The two-way ANOVA indicated a significant difference in

mozygous weaver mutant mice. The baseline release of dopamine

the number of Fos-positive nuclei in the pNAc shell (drug × genotype

in weaver mutant mice was lower than in wild-type mice. Although

interaction, F1,16 = 65.54, P < .001; main effect of drug, F1,16 = 54.10,

METH increased dopamine release in both weaver mutant mice and

P < .001; main effect of genotype, F1,16 = 32.90, P < .001) and VTA

wild-type mice, the extent of the increase in weaver mutant mice

(drug × genotype interaction, F1,16 = 3.14, P = .096; main effect of

was milder than in wild-type mice. Several studies have reported

drug, F1,16 = 5.98, P = .026; main effect of genotype, F1,16 = 2.43,

that the rewarding effects of addictive substances are associated

P = .14), but no differences were found in the other brain regions

with dopamine release in the NAc.17 Thus, the disappearance of

(Figure 3B-F). In the pNAc shell, the post hoc comparisons indicated

METH-induced CPP in weaver mutant mice may be at least partially

that METH significantly increased the number of Fos-positive nuclei

attributable to alterations of dopamine signaling in the NAc.

in wild-type mice (P < .001, Sidak's multiple-comparison post hoc

Supporting the in vivo results, we conducted immunohistochem-

test). Methamphetamine-induced Fos expression was significantly

ical analyses to reveal brain regions where neuronal activation by

lower in homozygous weaver mutant mice compared with METH-

METH was altered in weaver mutant mice. We analyzed alterations

treated wild-type mice (P < .001, Sidak's multiple-comparison post

of Fos protein expression, a well-known marker of neuronal activa-

hoc test). No differences were found in the other brain regions be-

tion, in five brain regions that are related to the reward system: aNAc

tween the METH-treated and saline-treated groups.

core, aNAc shell, pNAc core, pNAc shell, and VTA. Methamphetamine
treatment increased the number of Fos-positive nuclei in the pNAc

4 | D I S CU S S I O N

shell in wild-type mice. In weaver mutant mice, no difference in Fos
expression was found between saline and METH treatment in any
of the brain regions. These results suggest that the pNAc shell plays

We investigated changes in the rewarding effects of METH in weaver

an important role in the absence of METH-induced CPP in weaver

mutant mice in the CPP test. Methamphetamine induced both CPP

mutant mice. The absence of METH-induced CPP in weaver mutant

and priming effects in wild-type mice but not in weaver mutant mice.

mice may have several explanations as discussed below.

Although METH-induced CPP and priming effects increased in heterozygous weaver mutant mice, they were decreased compared with
wild-type mice. Weaver mutant mice are known to exhibit ataxia, characterized by mild locomotor hyperactivity.13 Thus, the abolishment of

4.1 | Influence of dopamine reduction in weaver
mutant mice on METH-induced CPP

METH-induced rewarding effects in the present study does not appear
to be attributable to abnormal gait-related locomotor activity. The pre-

Dopamine depletion was observed in the brain in weaver mutant

sent results suggest that decreases in METH-induced CPP and priming

mice. In the NAc, dopamine levels decreased by 43% in heterozygous

effects are attributable to the copy number of the weaver mutant gene.

weaver mutant mice and by 24% in homozygous weaver mutant mice

|
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F I G U R E 3 Methamphetamine-induced
changes in Fos expression in various brain
regions in wild-type and weaver mutant
mice. A, Photomicrographs illustrate the
immunohistochemical labeling of Hoechst
33342 (blue) and Fos (red) in coronal
sections of the pNAc shell (left upper
panel, saline-treated wild-type mice; right
upper panel, METH-treated wild-type
mice; left lower panel, saline-treated
weaver mutant mice; right lower panel,
METH-treated weaver mutant mice).
Arrowheads point to the colocalization
of Fos staining and nuclear staining.
B-F, Quantification of the number of
Fos-positive nuclei in saline- and METHtreated weaver mutant mice in the aNAc
core, aNAc shell, pNAc core, pNAc shell,
and VTA (+/+—SAL, n = 5; +/+—METH,
n = 5; wv/wv—SAL, n = 5; wv/wv—METH,
n = 5). The columns and vertical lines
represent the mean ± SEM. ***P < .001,
compared with saline treatment for the
same genotype; ###P < .001, compared
with wild-type mice for the same
treatment

compared with wild-type mice.18 The expression of both dopamine

effects, and memory modulation. Ifenprodil, which inhibits the

D1 receptors and dopamine D2 receptors was previously reported

function of not only N-methyl-D-aspartate receptors but also GIRK

to not be different between wild-type and weaver mutant mice.18

channels,19 suppressed morphine-induced CPP. 20 Additionally,

In the present study, we found that baseline extracellular dopamine

paroxetine and fluoxetine but not fluvoxamine inhibited METH-

levels were lower in weaver mutant mice than in wild-type mice. The

induced CPP. Although these drugs are selective serotonin reup-

METH-induced increase in dopamine levels was less in weaver mu-

take inhibitors, paroxetine and fluoxetine but not fluvoxamine

tant mice than in wild-type mice. These results, together with pre-

inhibit GIRK channels. Thus, the inhibition of GIRK channels may

vious reports, suggest that total levels of dopamine or changes in

be partially involved in the inhibition of METH-induced CPP. 21

dopamine release in the NAc may be involved in the abolishment of

Furthermore, the METH- and cocaine-induced dysfunction of in-

METH-induced CPP in weaver mutant mice.

hibitory GABAB-GIRK signaling in VTA GABAergic neurons22 were
shown to enhance excitatory VTA dopaminergic neurons, result-

4.2 | Influence of abnormal GIRK2 subunit
activation on METH-induced CPP

ing in an increase in dopamine release in the NAc and medial prefrontal cortex. These previous findings suggest that the absence
of METH-induced CPP in weaver mutant mice in the present study
may have been caused by alterations of neurotransmission in the

The activation of GIRK channels plays an important role in vari-

reward system that resulted from impairments in GIRK channel

ous brain functions, such as pain perception, analgesia, rewarding

function.
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4.3 | Attenuation of reward-related
learning and memory

ronal activity, reflected by Fos expression, in the pNAc shell after

The NAc plays an important role in reward processing. Reward-

Our results suggest that defective neuronal activity in the pNAc

related information, such as reward seeking and reward consump-

shell that occurs through a direct or indirect influence of abnormal

tion, is integrated by the NAc in cooperation with various brain

GIRK2 subunit function is involved in the absence of METH-induced

regions, such as the hippocampus (HPC; memory), basolateral amyg-

CPP in weaver mutant mice.

in weaver mutant mice. We also found significant differences in neuMETH treatment between wild-type mice and weaver mutant mice.

dala (drive and motivation), VTA (reward prediction), and ventral

G protein-activated inwardly rectifying potassium channels

pallidum (goal-directed motor response). 23 Anatomical studies have

are key factors in the development and maintenance of drug de-

demonstrated that the NAc is divided into two functionally distinct

pendence. Our group previously reported that the GIRK channel

areas, the core and shell. The NAc shell and HPC pathway are related

inhibitor ifenprodil inhibited alcohol use in patients with alcohol de-

to reward- or drug-seeking behavior, followed by spatial and contex-

pendence. 27 Although medications exist for the treatment of opioid

tual conditioning information. The NAc core and dopaminergic circuit

and alcohol dependence, no effective pharmacological treatments

are related to reward- and drug-seeking behavior that is elicited by

have been discovered for psychostimulant dependence. Our group

discrete cues that are associated with reward-related substances. 24

is currently conducting a clinical trial to examine the effects of if-

The CPP procedure is a widely used model that reveals associations

enprodil in patients with METH dependence. 28 Further animal and

between rewarding effects of drugs and environmental informa-

clinical studies will determine whether GIRK inhibitors are effective

tion, such as visual and olfactory cues. Spatial or contextual memory

for the treatment of addiction.

consolidation is very important in the acquisition of CPP. Nicotineinduced CPP was decreased by dopamine ablation in the NAc shell,
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suggest that the METH-induced increase in Fos-positive nuclei in the
NAc shell represents a hyperdopaminergic state that is involved in
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aling also plays an important role in learning and memory processes.
Several studies reported GIRK-mediated currents in brain regions
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previous findings, weaver mutant mice may exhibit impairments in
reward-related learning and memory processes that are attributable
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ure to remember the drug-paired compartment. However, although
CPP can be tested in weaver mutant mice, other forms of cognition
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mice because of their gross motor impairments. Thus, proving the
above hypothesis based solely on the present results is difficult.
In the present study, we observed the absence of METH-induced
CPP and a METH-induced decrease in extracellular dopamine release
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